Accops transforms IT infrastructure of universities and educational institutes using proprietary Virtualization and Remote Access Solutions. Accops HyLabs solution creates virtual labs on the fly and enables dynamic ICT lab provisioning that facilitates automated orchestration, monitoring and centralized management. Virtual labs can be deployed and managed by faculty through a self-service portal without IT team’s intervention. Students get secure access to virtual labs from any location, any time and on any device.

**HYLABS – Key Features**

- **Self-service Enabled Resource Allocation**
- **Schedule-based Remote Access to Virtual Labs**
- **Security with Strong Two-Factor Authentication**
- **34% Lower Total Cost of Ownership over 7 years**
At Kyoto University, we are reinventing the education terminal procurement, ownership and maintenance. University wants to own less of computer system while providing improved digital learning experience. ICT lab virtualization is at the core of our strategy and we wanted a partner who can cater to our transition from traditional ICT labs to more digital and dynamic ICT labs.

We found Accops to be a highly flexible and mature platforms to base our virtual ICT labs. Accops delivered a unique solution which enabled us to cater to different department needs while having a shared infrastructure. Accops responds very fast to our needs and their support has been excellent.

Prof. Shoji Kajita, Kyoto University, Japan’s 2nd biggest university
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HyLabs – Benefits

Empower Departments and Teaching Faculty
Each department and faculty has a specific requirement and are encouraged to bring new applications and tools which will enable them to impart better education. Faculty gets full control and freedom to suggest, deploy and manage their favourite tools.

Efficient Utilization of Lab Resources
Lab reservation function of HyLabs enables a dynamic way to provision virtual desktop to users. Time based provisioning enables automated, conflict free sharing of the virtual lab infrastructure across departments.

Enhance Digital Learning Experience
Students have the flexibility to study anywhere, anytime as the lab environments are not locked inside the labs. Resident students can access the lab environment from anywhere on the campus or hostel. Students at remote locations also have the same IT lab environment.

Extend the Student Outreach
A progressive educational institute or a university continues to add more courses, campuses and more students to their systems and keep extending their reach with distance learning & online courses that any student across the world can subscribe to.
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